
Introduing Parabola � A Dynami Inquiry-based Approahfor IX-&-↑ gradersby Borislav LazarovPrologueFrom WikipediA: The name parabola (in geometry, B.L.) is due to Apollonius ... The fous�diretrixproperty of the parabola (whih we adopt as de�nition) ... is due to Pappus.From Shwartzman: The term parabola omes from Greek para=alongside, nearby, right up to and-bola from the verb ballein=to ast, to throw.De�nition. Given a point F and a line d not passing trough F . The lous Π of the points P that areequidistant to F and d is a urve alled parabola. The line d is alled diretrix and the point F is alledfous of the parabola Π. The perpendiular line a to d through F is alled axis of the parabola and thepoint of Π that lies on a is alled vertex of the parabola.Challenge. Given an arbitrary segment m. Construt a point M at distane m to both d and F , by rulerand ompass.Dynami onstrution1) Take an arbitrary point D on d and eret the perpendiular p to d through D.2) Draw the perpendiular bisetor b of FD.3) Label by P the intersetion point of p and b.4) Moving D along d we generate points from the parabola Π (the ontinuous trae of P is the wholeparabola).Proof. Sine P lies on b (we write P b), it is equidistant to F and D, i.e. PF = PD. Sine P p, thedistane from P to d equals PD. Thus P is equidistant to F and d.∇

Convention. Further we will use by default the notations from the above onstrution.Challenge. Let l be a line parallel to d and suh that F is between l and d. Let L be the foot of theperpendiular through P to l. Explore FP + PL when P moves along Π, staying between d and l. Provethat FP + PL does not depend on P in this ase.PropertiesPr1. There is no other ommon point of Π and b than P .Proof. Suppose the ontrary. Let P ′ be another ommon point of Π and b. Sine P ′ b, then P ′F = P ′D.Consider the perpendiular p′ to d through P ′ whose foot on d is D′ and let b′ be the segment bisetor of
FD′. Sine P ′ Π, it is equidistant to F and d, whih gives P ′F = P ′D′ and hene P ′ b′. Therefore,1



P ′D = P ′F = P ′D′, i.e. P ′ is equidistant to D and D′. This is a ontradition beause P ′ must lie onthe segment bisetor of DD′, whih is parallel to p′.∇Comment. Pr1 leads to another representation of our parabola Π as the envelope of the family of lines
b that are the perpendiular bisetors of the segments FD when D moves along d. This envelope ouldbe seen in our dynami onstrution by turning on the trae option for b.

De�nition. A line that has only one ommon point with a parabola is alled tangent to this parabola.Pr2. The perpendiular bisetor b is a tangent line to Π.Comment. There is only one tangent line through any point of the parabola (point of tangeny). Ouronstrution guaranties the existene of a tangent through any point of the parabola but here we are notable to prove its uniqueness.Convention. Further, when we talk about tangent line to the parabola we will mean the one onstrutedabove.Pr3. The lines PF and PD meet the tangent b at equal angles.Proof. Sine △FDP is isoseles one with PF = PD, then the perpendiular bisetor b of FD is the anglebisetor of <) FPD.∇Pr4. A light ray oming from F is re�eted by the tangent to the parabola at the tangeny point Pand turns into a ray that is parallel to the axis of Π. (Keep in mind the Law of Re�etion: the angle ofre�etion equals the angle of inidene.)Proof. Let PQ→ be the ray of re�etion of the ray FP→. Sine the angle between PF and b equals theangle between PQ and b, then (as Pr3 says) it equals the angle between PD and d. Hene, the last twoangles are vertially-opposite, whih gives that PQ→ and PD→ are opposite rays. Thus PQ ⊥ d (so doesthe axis a).∇Comment. The re�eting urve re�ets an inident ray at a point in the same way as the tangent lineat the same point would re�et suh a ray. This means that Pr4 ould be reformulated in the followingmanner:A light ray oming from the fous is re�eted by the parabola and turns into a ray that is parallel to theaxis of the parabola.The above statement is known as the re�etive property of parabola. In 3D ase the re�eting surfaetakes the role of the urve and the tangent plane takes the role of the tangent line.2



Challenge. What will happen with inident rays that are parallel to the axis of the parabola afterre�etion by this parabola?Geometry-and-Linguistis Challenge. Try to spell-out the name parabola from the re�etive-propertyperspetive.Equation of the parabolaCoordinatization. Let the vertex of Π be the origin of the (Cartesian) oordinate system whose y-axislies on a. Let the oordinates of P be (x; y). If the distane from F to d is 2q, then F (0; q). The distanefrom P to d is y + q and from the de�nition of Π we get PF = y + q.

Working out the equation. Let K(x; q). From the Pythagorean theorem for △FKP we obtain onseutively
FK2 + KP 2 = PF 2 =⇒

x2 + (y − q)2 = (y + q)2 =⇒
x2 + y2 − 2qy + q2 = y2 + 2qy + q2 =⇒

y =
1

4q
x2.The last equation is the anonial equation of the parabola.Challenge. How does the anonial equation of the parabola hange when the origin O is taken:a) in the projetion of F onto d;b) in F?Challenge. (12-th grade) Prove that any line b is below the parabola. (In fat, this gives us the reasonto state that Π is the envelope of {b : P Π}). 3



Doubling the ubeFromWikipediA: The problem owes its name to a story onerning the itizens of Delos, who onsultedthe orale at Delphi in order to learn how to defeat a plague sent by Apollo. (Aording to some soures,however, it were the itizens of Athens who onsulted the orale at Delphi.) The orale responded thatthey must double the size of the altar to Apollo, whih was in the shape of a ube.Problem. Given an arbitrary segment m. Construt a segment n = 3
√

2m by ruler and ompass.Comment. This problem has no solution. The result was obtained by Galois as a orollary of thefundamental group theory reated by him.Non-dynami onstrution. Consider the Cartesian oordinates with unit m in length. Given is theparabola Π with anonial equation y = x2, i.e. F and d are at a distane 1

4
from the origin O and d‖Ox.1) Draw the irle k entered at C(1; 0.5) and passing through O.2) Mark the point P = Π × k and draw the line p through P , perpendiular to the absissa.3) Mark the projetion N of P on the absissa and draw the line p through P , perpendiular to theabsissa.

Challenge.a) Calulate that the radius CO of k equals √
5

2
.b) Prove that for any point X(x; y) of k the equation (x − 1)2 + (y − 0.5)2 = 1.25 holds.) Solve the system ∣

∣

∣

∣

y = x2

(x − 1)2 + (y − 0.5)2 = 1.25d) If (x∗; y∗) is the solution of the above system for whih x∗ > 0, y∗ > 0 and N(x∗; 0), alulate theube of n = ON .Moral. Our non-dynami onstrution leads to a onstrution of the segment n = 3
√

2m by ruler andompass. This onstrution annot omit the getting of Π with its onnetedness. In fat, our dynamionstrution gives as many points of Π as we wish, but not all the points of Π. By solving the abovehallenge we do onstrut the segment n = 3
√

2m by ruler and ompass, but we do need the whole parabola
Π in advane.Here endeth the lesson(January 2010)The dynami onstrutions revision and html format is done by Dessislava Dimkova,the text revision is done by Albena Vassileva. 4



Didatis
• Starting points:Parabola is a geometrial objet with astonishing harateristis. But seondary shool mathematispresents parabola mainly as the graph of the quadrati funtion, whih does not allow to establish anyproperties of the parabola. This etude aims at orreting suh a misleading view point, as well as atgiving a reason why parabola is so important in our everyday live.The neglet of the geometrial nature of the parabola in seondary shool omes possibly from thelimited traditional resoures. Modern dynami softwares allow to overome some restritions, like time-limitation and visualization. However, the range of the dynami approah should be learly spei�ed.Misellaneous tehniques have been preferred, giving the students some spae for exploration but alsorequiring a tempered onservative dedutive style. The omments are meant to expand the main streamwith fats beyond the shool-students range of reasoning but of signi�ant importane for siene andpratie.Challenges are aommodated uniformly. They are within the apaity of the target group. Historialand linguistis spies are added to make the matter tasty.
• Goals: A geometri de�nition of the parabola to be given and some of its properties important for theapplied physis to be established. The onept of envelope to be worked out. The syntheti abilities ofthe students to be hallenged in an inquiry based style and some elements of syntheti ompetene to bebuild.
• Style motivation: A parable is a brief, suint story, in prose or verse, that illustrates a moral or religiouslesson. Some sholars of the New Testament apply the term parable only to the parables of Jesus, thoughthis is not a ommon restrition of the term. WikipediA
• Target group: advaned seondary shool students.
• Time onsumption: 2 × 45 minutes, whih is the normal time for a single extraurriular ativity;
• Knowledge requirements:Teahers: advaned seondary-shool geometry, GeoGebra initial skills,Students: loi, Pythagorean theorem, 2D oordinates, re�etion, quadrati systems, algebrai inequalities,ruler-and-ompass axioms (for dynami drills � GeoGebra initial skills)
• Software: Dynami software, i.e. GeoGebra, GEONExT
• Aommodation (with respet to the Bulgarian urriulum):lowest: 9-th grade: simultaneously with the shool topis for loi, if it follows the topis listed abovehighest: 12-th grade: simultaneously with the shool topis of analytial geometryalso anywhere in-between
• Reommendations* It ould be appropriate to refresh the following loi:1) Points equidistant from two given points.2) Points equidistant from two given lines (onsider both ases: lines to be parallel and onurrent).3) Points that lie at a given distane from a given line.
• Possible upgrade:9-th grade: tool-design to draw a parabola in dynami mode based on the seond hallenge; exploringsoftware maro-operators (if any) to get parabola;10-th grade: exploring the shape of the parabola with respet to the parameters of the quadratifuntion, studying the trae of a vetor that is double the vetor −−→DP ;12-th grade: proof of the uniqueness of the tangent, area of insribed triangles in parabola dependsonly on the projetions of the sides onto diretrix but not on the loation of the triangle along theparabola. 5



A diretion to go furtherThe fous-diretrix de�nition of the parabola an be written in the following manner. Given a point Fand a line d. The lous Π of the points P for whih the ratio e =
PF

PD
equals 1 determines parabola.De�nition. Given a point F , a line d and a positive number e. The lous of the points P for whih theratio PF

PD
equals e is a urve alled:

• ellipse when e < 1;
• hyperbola when e > 1.The number e is alled eentriity of the urve.Challenge. Given a point F , a line d, a positive rational number e and a segment m. Construt a point
M at distane em to F and at distane m to d by ruler and ompass.Comment. The usual solution of the above hallenge requires to onstrut two familiar loi:1) Points that lie at distane m from d.2) Points that lie at distane em from F .Mega hallenge for eduators. Design an integrated dynami inquiry based introdution of parabola,ellipse and hyperbola.

Citationshttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parabola (atual in De 2009)S. Shwartzman in http://www.maa.org/editorial/knot/parabola.html (atual in De 2009)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doubling_the_ube (atual in De 2009)6


